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THE PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF NAVAL WARFARE:  
                                  Graf Spee and the East Asian Cruiser Squadron in 1914 

        

                            
The emphasis in much historical writing on the theme of the commander in wartime deals with 
issues well into the period of hostilities. But what of the decisions that have to be made before 
hostilities commence? What will be the best course of action? What is the process the 
commander implements to decide how his force will be most effective?  How does he maintain 
fighting efficiency and morale under conditions of material deprivation and restricted 
communications? This essay examines these questions in light of the situation the German 
East Asian Cruiser Squadron found itself before August 1914 and on the outbreak of war, and 
the factors which influenced consideration of the options available to the Squadron Chief, Vice-
Admiral Maximilian Johannes Maria Hubertus Reichsgraf von Spee.  
 
The man and his command. 
 Spee was born in 1861 in his mother’s home city of Copenhagen, and was raised on the family 
estate near Düsseldorf, and in Lucerne.  He entered the Navy as a cadet at seventeen, and 
early photgraphs show a serious young man, tall and lean. Posted as artillery officer to the 
Bayern, he specialised in heavy gunnery. In later years he suffered intensely from rheumatism, 
aggravated by a fever caught in Kamerun while harbour commander in Duala.  In 1899 he was 
promoted to Korvetten-Kapitän (Lt. Commander) and saw active service in China with the 
Cruiser Squadron then commanded by Admiral Prince Heinrich, the Kaiser’s brother, with 
whom he worked closely as Admiralty Staff Officer. From 1908-10 he was Chief of Staff North 
Sea Naval Stations. This was a crucial coastal defence position and he reported directly to the 
Kaiser.  In January 1910 he was promoted to Rear Admiral and returned to a sea command 
on the armoured cruiser Yorck. 
   In September 1912 he was promoted to command the East Asian Station, considered one of 
the most prestigious commands in the Navy, representing German power in a region of 
increasing strategic importance. Significantly for later events, the distance from home provided 
the Squadron Chief with a considerable degree of independence.  Conversely, the degree of 
responsibility was also much higher.  On 4 December 1912 Spee assumed command of the 
Squadron in Shanghai from Vice Admiral Günther von Krosigk. In early 1913 he had an 
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audience with the Japanese Emperor, and this, along with his interest in Chinese politics, 
sharpened his concern with diplomacy and Germany’s position and future in Asia. In November 
1913 he was promoted to Vice-Admiral. 

  While possessing a strong sense of self-discipline, 
and exhibiting methodical ways in an orthodox naval career, his memoranda show he was not 
averse to independent and creative thinking. He had a perceptive grasp of world affairs and 
the currents of international diplomacy, upon which his letters comment, and occasionally he 
was critical of the pure Realpolitik that Germany was pursuing.  While a supporter of Navy 
Secretary Alfred von Tirpitz in the drive to build a battleship-based fleet, this did not prevent 
him from seeing cruisers as having a significant function in the broader field of naval warfare. 
   Spee personified the highest ideals of the German officer corps. He was known as a tough 
but fair commander, and woe betide any junior officer who submitted an insufficiently prepared 
report or proposal. His letters show the wide range of his interests, from politics to literature 
and botany. He was austere in his personal life, indulged in few of the luxuries his social status 
made available, and at every opportunity tried to avoid the round of social engagements that 
came with his official position.  Spee was a deep thinker, perhaps too introverted in this sense, 
and there is sometimes a streak of melancholy in his letters. He was a devout Catholic and his 
trust in God when confronted with a difficult situation is reflected in his letters. Above all, his 
letters show a deep humanity and a concern for the welfare of the men under his command. 
  The letters Spee wrote to his family, primarily his wife Margarethe (Grete)1 and daughter 
Huberta, found their way from the German Consulate in Valparaiso through neutral countries 
to Germany and are in the Spee family archive.2  The working of the naval postal system is 
itself an interesting story. The first wartime post was taken at Ponape on 6 August.  To avoid it 
falling into hands of the occupying Japanese, the postmaster gave it into the care of the 
Capuchin Mission, where it was buried in a metal case under the church floor until 1923, when 
it was forwarded to Germany. Emden handed in its post when leaving Tsingtau on 27 July, and 
later on 19 August to the steamer Prinzess Alice which took it to the Philippines. In Pagan the 
collier Markomania received more post, but this was lost when it was captued by the British.  
Before departing Eniwetok on 22 August, the Squadron’s post and dispatches were given to 
Nürnberg which went to Honolulu, rejoining the Squadron on 6 September.  During its voyage 
until 16 October there was no further opportunity for post until reaching Easter Island, when a 
collier was sent to Valparaiso in Chile. The next opportunity was in Valparaiso on 13 November, 
after the victory at Coronel. The final post was sent from Peňas Gulf on 26 November, the date 
on Spee’s last letter to his wife. 
 
 

 
1      Spee married Margarethe Freiin von der Osten-Sacken in 1899. 
2     The author appreciates the access to personal papers in the Spee Archive given by Dr Maximilian Graf von  
      Spee. 
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 Crews of Scharnhorst & Gneisenau in 
Batavia, January 1913 
 

The Squadron’s task and the leadup to war 

           
 
Decisive commerce warfare and the neutralisation of communication lines was the stated 
function of the Cruiser Squadron based at the port of Tsingtao in the leased territory of 
Kiautschou in northern China, which Germany acquired in 1897. The East Asian command 
was tightly organised into regional sub-Stations with assigned light cruisers and gunboats, 
while the armoured cruisers in the immediate prewar years ranged over the entire expanse of 
the Indian and Pacific Oceans. In wartime the Squadron was to attack merchant vessels and 
to a limited extent coastal fortifications, with the aim of halting exports of raw materials and 
foodstuffs to Britain via the Suez and Cape routes.  Coaling and provisioning in wartime was 
essential for the effective operation of cruisers in the broad expanse over which the Squadron 
supported German interests.  For over a decade before the turn of the century the German 
Navy had been surveying remote harbours and anchorages in the waters of Asia, the 
Netherlands Indies, New Guinea, the Pacific, and across to the Pacific coasts of North, Central, 
and South America. Contractual arrangements were made with German shipping companies 
to bring coal, food, and munitions from neutral and Australian harbours to the Squadron’s 
warships before any official declaration of hostilities. These merchant vessels then would be 
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converted into armed auxiliary cruisers which would assist the warships of the Squadron to 
wreak havoc on Anglo-Australasian trade and shipping.3 
   In 1914 the Squadron consisted of the sister ships Scharnhorst (1907, flagship) and 
Gneisenau (1908), each 11,420 tons, with eight 8.2-inch/21cm and six 5.9-inch/15cm guns, 
and a speed of 23.5 knots. The Squadron maintained a high standard of training and gunnery. 
When the two armoured cruisers had competed in the naval gunnery prize at Kiel, they had 
competed between themselves for the Kaiser’s Gold Medal. Though the armament was not 
heavy for ships of this size, its range and accuracy was to prove useful. These were supported 
by the light cruisers Leipzig (1905), 3250 tons, 23 knots; Nürnberg (1906), 3450 tons, 23.5 
knots; and Emden (1908), 3600 tons, 24.5 knots. These three carried ten 4.1-inch/10.5cm 
guns.  Attached to the Squadron, patrolling the Australian Station, was Cormoran, a light 
unarmoured cruiser of 1600 tons, 16 knots, carrying eight 4.1-inch guns.  Her sister ship Geier 
was underway from Germany. Although a large part of the Squadron’s crews had been relieved 
in May 1914, their replacements were fully trained, and almost all of the officers remained.  
    By 1913, several factors affecting the implementation of cruiser warfare on the Australian 
Station concerned Spee. As a substitute for the expected lost services of the Intelligence 
Confidant in Sydney in a war with Britain, it was suggested that postal steamers at sea could 
be called into the area by wireless as the transmission range of the cruisers on the Station was 
limited. Following the construction of the highpowered radio stations in the German network, 
particularly at Nauen near Hamburg which could reach Tsingtao, this proposal had prospects 
of success. In any event the cruisers themselves were immediately to commence commerce 
warfare operations: Condor between the Solomon Islands, the eastern coast of Australia, and 
New Zealand; and Cormoran between Fiji, New Zealand, and the eastern coast of Australia, 
both using Daja-Hafen in the Solomons or Graciosa Bay in the Santa Cruz group as a base.4 
Already at the end of 1913 Spee wrote that the strategic importance of the Pacific region, with 
its central position and numerous hiding places, provided a most suitable area for ongoing 
operations. The task was clear: ‘We have to appear as a unified force where the mercantile 
traffic comes together, before important harbours, or in much frequented straits’.  Contact with 
enemy forces always had to be anticipated.5 
      The Squadron’s plans for 1914 were to take it on a lengthy tour of duty. Scharnhorst and 
Gneisenau, with the collier Titania, departed Nagasaki on 28 June for the Caroline and Marshall 
Islands. This was to be followed by stops at Samoa, Fiji, Bougainville, and arriving in New 
Guinea in August before returning to Tsingtao at the end of September.  Already because of 
the rising tension in Europe after the assassination of the Austrian heir by a Serb nationalist, 
Spee intended to sharpen the Squadron’s preparedness for any eventuality.  

 
3     Agreements had been concluded between the German Government and shipping companies, chiefly for the  
      fast postal steamers of the Norddeutsche Lloyd and the Hamburg-Amerika Line, whereby 20 ships were to  
      become auxiliary cruisers in wartime. 

4    Survey details and the value of Daja are in Bundesarchiv-Militärarchiv (German Federal Military Archive) 
     Freiburg, (BAMA), RM5/v 5346, Bl.160 [alt], encl. Kranzbühler-Fischel, 9  May 1910; Graciosa Bay, Bl.175  
     [alt], Kranzbühler-Fischel, 30 September 1910.  On other sites in  the vicinity see RM5/v 5900, Bl.118,  
     Spee-Pohl, 29 October 1913; Bl.125, ‘Ms.-Vorarbeiten der Australischen Station’, 29 January 1914.  The  
     Solomon Islands were acquired in 1886 and included the larger Bougainville and Buka.  Choiseul and  
     Isabel islands, and various smaller ones to the east of Bougainville were transferred to Britain in November  
    1899, which reduced the area of possible supply sites. All subsequent ‘RM’ (Reichs-Marine) designations  
     are from this archive. 
5    RM5 2230, ‘Auszug Operationsarbeiten des Kreuzergeschwaders, 11 April 1912-9 October 1913’,  
     Bl.57.  
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The first news of increasing political tension in Europe was received by Spee at Truk in the 
Carolines on 7 July.  Now came into play the factor that Spee feared most: Britain provided 
Japan with the means to enter the War when it requested assistance under the terms of the 
1902 Alliance. The China Squadron was not strong enough to blockade Tsingtao and would 
have been pinned down, leaving it unable to protect British shipping in East Asia. However, 
the Japanese had more far reaching plans, and advocated an attack on Tsingtao. Emden 
remained based here, with its commander Fregattenkapitän Karl von Müller as Senior 
Officer.6  He initially intended to disrupt Russian commerce in the straits of Tsushima and 
towards Vladivostok, before being summoned to Pagan to join Spee.7  Indeed, A. W. Jose in 
the Australian official war history considered the taking of the German base in China as a 
possible first task for Australasian contingents had things developed otherwise.8 
   Right from the beginning of tension in Europe in July, Spee’s personal observations reveal 
his thoughts on the situation in which he found himself. On 2 August in a letter to his daughter 
he wrote that the prospect of a war involving all of Europe was ‘unmentionably saddening, and 
my thoughts are quite mixed, all here, all there’.  It was already quite clear that war was 
inevitable, and so while at Ponape he visited the Capuchin Fathers ‘to prepare myself for the 
most serious eventuality’.  Scharnhorst was put on a war footing, all unnecessary items 
removed to shore and stored with the Jaluit Company.  He concluded with the thought that ‘We 
all rest in God’s hand…whatever may come will come regardless, and we have to come to 
terms with it…If we fall, then it is in the service of a good cause’.9 
   Spee was unaware of the convoluted diplomatic exchanges  with Japan. He had been 
informed that it would remain neutral if no attack were made on British territory in Asia. However, 
the Station Officer at Shanghai believed Japan would attack regardless, based on news of 
steamer movements bringing reservists from Canton and Hongkong to Shanghai for forwarding 
to Tsingtao.10  On 17 August Foreign Minister Gottfried von Jagow received from the Japanese 

 
6    Karl Friedrich Max von Müller, born 1873, had served on the East African Station, as artillery and  
     navigation officer with the 1. Squadron, and three years as an Admiralty Staff Officer immediately  
     before assuming command of Emden in May 1913. 
7     See C. Dick, Das Kreuzergeschwader. Sein Werden, Sieg und Untergang (Berlin, 1927), 40. 
8     A.W. Jose, The Royal Australian Navy 1914-1918, 2nd edition, The Official History of Australia in  
     the War of 1914-1918, (Sydney, 1934),Vol. IX, 21. 
9     Spee Archive, T27/7, Spee-Huberta v. Spee, 2 August 1914. 
10    E. Raeder,  Der Kreuzerkrieg in den ausländischen Gewässern, Bd. 1, Das Kreuzergeschwader, (Berlin, 1927),  

     75. 
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chargé d’affaires the ultimatum which was to have such far reaching effects. On the basis of 
Japan’s treaty obligations to Britain, Germany was immediately to withdraw from Japanese and 
Chinese waters all warships and armed vessels, and to disarm those which could not be 
withdrawn.  No later than 15 September Germany was to deliver ‘the entire leased territory of 
Kiaochow, without condition or compensation...’  If by noon on 23 August no German response 
indicating unconditional acceptance was received, Japan would be ‘compelled to take such 
action as deemed necessary’ to meet the situation.11  Thereupon were set in motion the events 
which were to determine the fate of the Cruiser Squadron. 

 
   Logistical problems needed considerable attention. Loading at sea from colliers and at some 
of the remoter atolls was to provide an ongoing technical and physical challenge. In August 
1914 at Ponape, Scharnhorst and Gneisenau had full bunkers and colliers , but Spee was well 
aware that under existing circumstances he could not obtain enough coal for extended 
operations. He noted in the War Log (Kriegstagebuch): 

The cohesion of the Cruiser Squadron, including the auxiliary cruisers, imposes a 
very difficult if not impossible demand on the coal supply.  Thus a division of the 
force must be considered through which the different trade routes can be 
threatened. The armoured cruisers should remain hidden as long as possible, so 
that the enemy is constantly required to reckon with an encounter, and accordingly 
detach a strong force...The seeking out of enemy forces only comes into 
question...when we are superior.12 

This could be changed  according to subsequent developments. There always remained the 
possibility that the British ‘on political grounds… will suddenly attack us from the rear…I have 
to keep the Squadron’s presence hidden’. Its location had to remain a point of conjecture for 
the Allies. 13  The Cruiser Squadron indeed appeared to have been swallowed up in the vast 
expanse of the Pacific, and created real anxiety.  Thus Spee already had achieved one of his 

 
11  BA-MA, RM3/v 4578, copy, Japanese chargé d’affaires-Jagow, 17 August 1914; also in RM3 6859, Bl.49. See  

     also  U.S. Foreign Relations, 1914, Supplement, Guthrie-Bryan, 15 August 1914, 170.  The full text of the  

     Japanese declaration is in J. MacMurray, Treaties and Agreements with and concerning China, 1894-1919, (New  

     York, 1921), Vol.II, No.1153. 
12  Kriegstagebuch,  ‘Betrachtungen’ (‘Observations’), 7 July 1914, Bl. 1. 
13  Kriegstagebuch, night 3-4 August, Bl.8. 
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aims.  Colonel William Holmes, who led the New Guinea expeditionary force, observed that 
although he believed the larger German warships had gone southeast, ‘until they are 
accounted for, and in the absence of the Australian Fleet, merchants will not risk the loss of 
shipments’.14 At this time Spee was without Leipzig and Dresden. The former was in Mexican 
waters and received news of mobilisation at Mazatlan in the night of 2 August.  Orders were to 
attack the large steamers of the ‘Empress-class’ which carried Anglo-Canadian trade to East 
Asia, particularly Japan.   

                    Mazatlan   Guaymas 
 

   
Nürnberg docked in San Francisco; Mayor Rolph greets commander Kap.z.S. Karl von Schönberg 
UC Berkeley, Bancroft Library 

 Fregattenkapitän Johannes Haun, SMS Leipzig 

On 17 August Leipzig entered San Francisco to coal, but encountered difficulties, and departed 
after 24 hours, heading south.  Coal was finally loaded at Guayamas in the Gulf of California. 
Entering so deep into the narrow gulf was a calculated risk for the commander (Haun)15 who 
wrote in a letter to his wife on 2 September: ‘We lack coal, coal, coal, and the worst is, our 
opponents know this…Entering Guayamas was very uncomfortable for me, but I am out of the 
trap now’. 16  The task was not made any easier in the extreme heat of 41º.  Coal was obtained 

 
14  Australian War Memorial Archive, Canberra, AWM33/10/2, 14 October 1914. 
15    Fregattenkapitän Johannes Siegfried Haun (1871-1914) had a steady career rise and had commanded the artillery 

      defences of Kiautschou for three years.  He took command of Leipzig in March 1913. 
16    Quoted without reference in Dick, 100. 

https://calisphere.org/institution/4/collections/
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again on 3 October near Callao in Peru from a Kosmos Line steamer. Dresden had 
commenced its voyage with full bunkers from St Thomas in the Caribbean on 31 July.  The 
next day came orders to implement cruiser warfare. On 21 August by Rio de Janeiro it was 
joined by the gunboat Eber which had come from west Africa, and a second supply ship.  

                     SMS Dresden 

        
       SMS Nürnberg                                                           SMS Leipzig at Guaymas, Mexico 1914 
 

                                   Nürnberg in Tsingtau 
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Operations plans: Spee’s options 
Spee recognised that although the Squadron was approximately equal to its British counterpart, 
two factors could quickly change this- Japan’s entry into the War, and the arrival of the battle 
cruiser HMAS Australia.  C. E. Bean saw its presence as a most effective deterrent and 
safeguard for the Dominions.17  By joining up with this battleship -and the Japanese warships-  
the British could at any time establish an unconditional superiority over German forces.  Thus 
a major consideration had to be avoiding the Australians and Japanese while still conducting 
attacks on commerce until inevitably the Squadron was forced to retreat to safer waters. On 2 
August the flagship Scharnhorst received a telegram based on advice from Consul-General 
Richard Kiliani in Sydney that in the event of war, Australia and three cruisers would patrol the 
Australia and China Stations.18   
   What options did Spee have? Given the difficulty of obtaining coal, and the uncertainty of the 
whole situation, it was difficult for him to assess what would be the most effective course of 
action. The Squadron’s earlier position at Ponape, while central to the German possessions, 
was a long way from both Tsingtao and the secondary base at Rabaul.19  It was also not within 
striking distance of any frequently used merchant shipping route. Nürnberg had left San 
Francisco on 21 July to join the Squadron, though this was not known by the British, who 
predicted it and Leipzig would operate along the trade routes of the American Pacific coast.  
Spee assumed that a continuous supply of coal would be sent from San Francisco, but 
difficulties made by the American authorities caused a change of plan. Nürnberg arrived at 
Ponape on 6 August, and after recoaling, the Squadron headed for Pagan in the Marianas, 
arriving on 11 August.  During this leg there was daily artillery practice.  Here Spee was joined 
by Emden, and the auxiliaries Prinz Eitel Friedrich and Cormoran.  The latter was the captured 
steamer Rjäsan of the Russian Volunteer Fleet, outfitted as an auxiliary cruiser, and named 
after Cormoran which had been laid up in Tsingtao. Considerable supplies, including live cattle, 
came with the steamers.  In what were to be the last moments of civility, the doctor on 

 
17    See C. E. Bean in  Sir Charles Lucas, Ed., The Empire at War. Edited for the Royal Colonial Institute (Oxford:  

       Oxford University Press, 1924), Vol.III, 214 
18   Dick, 72. 
19   Spee’s observations on Rabaul are in T27/9, Spee-Grete v. Spee, 11 July 1913. 
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Gneisenau wrote that after a day of loading, there was an enjoyable gathering with coffee and 
music in the salon of the Lloyd steamer.20 

The War Log and Spee’s letters to his wife reveal his frustration at being unable to engage 
the enemy directly, though he accepted that this could be undertaken only if circumstances 
were particularly favourable.  His prime task was the halting of trade.  He had to consider where 
the Squadron would be most effective, given the variables of the as yet unclear war situation. 
A return to Tsingtao was ruled out by the possibility of Japan entering the War.  Attacks on 
shipping across the Pacific could be supported by coal and provisions provided by German 
steamers from the ports of the Philippines and the Dutch Indies. Working against this course 
of action was the number of supply ships required, which would limit the Squadron’s agility and 
flexibility - factors Spee saw as a major advantage he possessed.  Such a large German 
presence would attract HMAS Australia, and eluding this battleship remained a determining 
factor in weighing his options.  Nevertheless, he wrote optimistically that ‘It is not easy to find 
a vessel in these extensive waters, provided the coal supply is there’. 21  

 HMAS Australia 

With the support of the colonial bases, coal dépôts located at remote island anchorages, and 
radio stations in New Guinea and at other points in the Pacific, the Squadron was capable of 
operating against trade routes over a vast area of southeast Asia and the Pacific. Should 
Japanese activity preclude this, a less productive but safer field of operations lay off the North 
and South American coast, the latter carrying the bulk of Australian meat transports and most 
of New Zealand’s products destined for Britain. The Admiralty Staff was advised of his most 
probable option on 4 August: 

In view of Japanese conditions for neutrality, regard it as necessary in event of 
war with England, providing coal supply suffices, to leave the East Asian Station 
and either conduct cruiser warfare in Indian Ocean or return home around South 
America. In this event, I request coal supply in Chile be organised.22 

Over the years Germany had made considerable effort to cultivate the Chileans and neutrality 
was not expected to be strictly enforced in wartime.23  That same night news of Britain’s 
declaration of war was received. Spee’s bind was not to provide Japan with an excuse to attack 
Tsingtao. The War Log noted that in order to protect Tsingtao, the Cruiser Squadron would not 
attack British territory in East Asia, which would provide a basis for Japanese involvement 
under the terms of the 1902 Alliance.  

 
20    ‘Bericht Marine-Assistenzarzt Dr. Dengel’, in Dick, 39. 
21    T27/7, Spee-Grete von Spee, 18 August 1914.  Berlin  was informed by the Stockholm embassy via London that the  

       Australian Fleet had united with the British in Chinese waters. RM3/v, 4578, Bl.47, telegram Reichenau-Foreign  

       Office, 17 September 1914. 
22    Kriegstagebuch, Bl.9.  
23    Politisches Archiv im Auswärtigen Amt (German Foreign Office Archive PA-AA), Berlin,  R16 680,  

       Ambassador Erckert-Chancellor Bethmann Hollweg, 16 April, 18 May 1912; 16 October 1913. 
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    It now had to be decided which course of action would be the most productive as well as 
wise: an advance into the Indian Ocean and commerce warfare against shipping on the Suez 
and Cape routes, or to South American waters and the wider Atlantic if the incoming quantities 
of coal permitted this.24  Spee weighed the options carefully: 

For cruiser warfare the region west of Colombo to Aden comes into first 
consideration, where the East Asian and Australian routes (meat supply to 
England) come together; otherwise the Australian coast. The English advance 
southward leads to the conclusion that they assume this will be our course of 
action, and are heading south in order to unite with the Australian Squadron and 
sweep us out of the way. The best thing for them would be to hold us on the 
Station as fully as possible, or even to force us into Tsingtao.25 

This important document shows the real possibility of the Cruiser Squadron attacking in full 
strength in Australasian waters. Spee was determined to inflict as much damage as possible if 
he had to depart the region, and this was in fact achieved with the later detachment of Emden 
to the Indian Ocean.   

   
Emden sinks the Russian and French cruisers Zhemchug and Mousquet in Penang 

A thrust into the Indian Ocean would face the whole Squadron with the difficulty of obtaining 
coal when its reserves had been consumed, as there were neither neutral harbours nor 
connections with agents west of the Dutch Indies.  An advance to the west coast of America 
would make both available. Following his departure from Pagan and in the absence of any 
reliable news about Japan’s intentions, Spee wondered whether his decision to head east was 
the correct one. Would the whole Squadron operating in the Indian Ocean be more productive 
given the frequency of trade, despite the greater difficulties of supply involved?26  All efforts 
now were made to discover Japanese intentions by maintaining contact with Tsingtao by radio 
via Cormoran and Emden.27  

 
24    Kriegstagebuch, Bl.9, 14. 
25    Ibid., night 6-7 August 1914, Bl.10 
26    Ibid., 15 August 1914, Bl.24 
27    See Raeder,  81-2. Communication within the German colonies was primarily by wireless.  There were high-power  

      transmitters at Tsingtao, Yap, Nauru, and Apia, and in 1914 another was being constructed at Bitapaka near Rabaul  

      in New Guinea. At Angaur in the western Carolines, Truk in the eastern Carolines, and Jabor in the Marshall Islands  

      there were low-power transmitters in private control. A submarine cable connected Yap with Guam and thence the  

       USA; with Shanghai and Tsingtao; and via Menado in the Celebes with cables to Europe. In addition there was the  

       possible use of transmitters in the Dutch  Indies. See the essay on Cable and wireless telegraphy on this website. 
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     On 10 August a telegram from naval attaché Wolfram von Knorr in Tokyo stated that on the 
basis of conversations with his counterparts, it appeared certain Japan would actively side with 
Britain and that a declaration of war could be expected.28  The decisive event in Spee’s 
evaluation of options was the disjointed telegram in the night of 12-13 August, in which 
appeared only the words ‘Tokyo...declaration of war...withdrawal to Chile, as enemy fleet 
appears departing for Pacific. Naval Attaché.29   The cruiser Tone and four torpedoboats had 
left the previous day; six cruisers and eleven torpedoboats were ready to depart, and Australia 
was heading for Hongkong.  Prospective operations in the whole region south of Tsingtao were 
looking less feasible each day. 

      
Pagan in the Marianas was reached on 12 August, and the following afternoon Spee met with 
his commanders.  The same day the pivotal radio station on Yap was put out of action by 
bombardment from Minotaur. Spee now had lost the most valuable link in his communication 
chain. The loss of Yap was a disastrous event since it made it extremely difficult to locate 
surrounding enemy forces. This caused great disruption to his planning, the lack of reliable 
intelligence further complicating his decision on what action to take.30  He acknowledged his 
good luck up to this time, that no enemy warship had been encountered. He had obtained coal 
from a North German Lloyd steamer, and there were opportunities for attacking trade.31  It was 
now that Müller proposed Emden be detached to attack in the Indian Ocean. At 1800hours on 
13 August the Squadron departed, radio signals from Australia and other ships having been 
detected.  So far there had been absolutely no disruption of the Squadron’s mobilisation 
preparations, and not one supply vessel had been lost to the Allies - this may have been partly 
due to the fact that they had been repainted in the same colours as British steamers.  As 

 
28    Kriegstagebuch, Bl.15. ‘Ambassador reports attack [on Tsingtao] feared daily’, Bl.10. 
29    Ibid., Bl.19-20. 
30    Ibid.  The radio stations at Yap, Rabaul, Nauru, Angaur, and Apia all were destroyed or occupied within two  

      months of the outbreak of hostilities. 
31    Spee-Grete v. Spee, 18 August 1914. 
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Admiral Dick later noted in his comprehensive study, while the Anglo-Australian forces were 
superior to the Squadron, in the broad expanse of the Pacific as isolated units they were as 
good as ineffective in attempting to search for it in any planned and coherent manner.32   
  Meanwhile in the Navy Office in Berlin on 17 August, the day of Japan’s ultimatum, there took 
place a somewhat depressed meeting on the defence of Kiautschou, chaired by Acting 
Admiralty Chief of Staff Konter-Admiral Behncke, and attended by five officers with experience 
on the East Asian Station.33 While Tsingtao was lost in any case, the Squadron still could attack 
the nearest enemy force and inflict considerable damage. Spee was given complete 
independence - the entire decision as to what course of action the Cruiser Squadron should 
take was placed on his shoulders.  There was also another alternative.  If he were in a position 
to transfer his whole operation to another ocean - an option available to him in the operation 
plans in any case - an immediate attack on either British or Japanese forces was not required. 
If the Squadron could enter the Atlantic it still could inflict considerable damage on British trade, 
and maintain freedom of movement much longer because of the supply and intelligence 
support arrangements in place in Central and South America.34   

  
Battle cruisers Ibuki and Australia: key factors for vacating the Pacific. 
   In view of Japan’s entry into the War, Spee decided to advance to the American west coast. 
It was pointless to expose the Squadron to the danger of Japanese battleships before it had 
contributed anything to the war effort.  He considered the best course of action would be to 
keep the Squadron’s whereabouts hidden for as long as possible. As a ‘fleet in being’ (Spee 
used the English phrase) its mere unlocated existence could disrupt Anglo-Australasian trade, 
and later it could appear at an appropriate time and place for a direct engagement.35  Spee 
was to make good use of the ‘fleet in being’ theory: that a naval force was still effective without 
seeking to engage the enemy, and that its presence in a specific area, or uncertainty about its 
whereabouts, crippled trade.36  It was at this point that he decided against entering the Indian 
Ocean. Even if coal were brought through enemy lines unhindered, the Squadron would still 
be in the impossible position of resupplying where there were neither neutral coaling harbours 
nor Intelligence Agents37 available. A move to the South American coast would provide both. 
Spee interpreted news of the assembly of British forces between Hongkong and Shanghai to 
mean that they were waiting for the Squadron to return to Tsingtao. Misleading German radio 

 
32    Dick, 47, 50. 
33    RM5 2292, Bl.37, ‘Besprechung über Massnahmen gegen Japan’, 17 August 1914.   
34  RM5 2292, Bl.47, ‘Stellungnahme von B. und B.III zu der Frage “Was ist zu veranlassen auf das japanische  

     Ultimatum” ‘, 18 August 1914.   
35  Kriegstagebuch, Bl.20-21; also comments attached to RM5/v 2287, Bl.34, ‘Aus Privatbriefen des gefallenen  

      Kapitän z.S. Maerker, Kommandant S.M.S. “Gneisenau” ‘, 14 August 1914.   
36  The influential American naval writer  A.T. Mahan wrote about the concept in Naval Strategy Compared and  

     Contrasted with the Principles and Practices of Military Operations on Land , (London, 1911), 393f. 
37  A network of intelligence gathering agents was maintained in all ports by the Marine-Kriegsnacrichtenwesen (Naval  

     Intelligence Service).  These were coordinated by local Consuls, who held the Naval Code Books and liased with   

     visiting warship commanders. See the essay Cruisers and Consuls on this website. 
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transmissions had encouraged this belief.  He also believed that the Japanese would not follow 
the Squadron to the American Pacific coast for fear of antagonising the United States.38   

 
The inactivity to which the Squadron was reduced took its toll, and posed a challenge to Spee 
to restore morale. The commander of Gneisenau (Kap.z.See Gustav Maerker)39 wrote that ‘It 
is pointless to manoeuvre here against England, Japan, France, and Russia…not even the 
Admiralty Staff knows where we are.  Certainly we are already given up for sunk, like the 
“Goeben” and “Breslau” ‘.40  Dealing with the lack of up to date intelligence was a major 
preoccupation.  On 18 August Spee lamented that the only news he had received was of a 
successful small scale attack on the British fleet in its home waters and of the battle for Louvain.  
In the Pacific, the British, French, and Russians had united their fleets, which boded ill for the 
Squadron, as it was weaker than this force if it remained together.41  Still foremost in his mind 
was that  

The English Australian Squadron has as flagship the “Australia”, which alone for 
the Cruiser Squadron is such a superior opponent, that it must be avoided.  In 
both situations the presence of torpedoboats makes the whole situation more 
difficult. 

He expressed apprehension about the continuity of radio communication,  
…which until now has done everything…Without it I would know nothing of the 
War, but it appears that the Yap Station has fallen into enemy hands, for since 
the 12th it has no longer been functioning.  Perhaps I will gain some news from 
a captured ship.   

He still felt unsure of the sustainability of operations due to the insecurity of coal supply. This 
dominant consideration and the isolation appeared to put him into a somewhat pessimistic 
mood: ‘Great laurels are not to be achieved, given the conditions. One does one’s 
best…Whether my present  plans are correct only the future will validate’.  Ship life was 
monotonous. The Chinese cooks and coolies had been put on land, and the crew had to 

 
38  Kriegstagebuch, Bl.20-1; 24-5. On American interests see S. Livermore, ‘American Strategy and Diplomacy in the  

     South Pacific, 1890-1914’, Pacific Historical Review, Vol.XII, March 1943, 33-51. 
39  Kapitän zur See Gustav Otto Maerker, born 1870, had many years service in torpedo flotillas, and assumed  

     command of Gneisenau in mid-1914. 
40  RM5/v 2287, Bl. 34, ‘Aus Privatbriefen… Maerker’, op.cit. 
41  The French commanders believed that since there was no prospect of an attack on Indochina and the Cruiser  

     Squadron would be blockaded in Tsingtao, there was no reason why they could not participate in any action.  French 

      naval strength was small: flagship Montcalm, the Dupleix (16 knots), and three small destroyers at Saigon.   
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perform their tasks. The preparations for combat imposed considerable physical hardships in 
the tropical climate, with all portholes, doorways and openings sealed, which added to the hot 
and claustrophobic atmosphere inside the ships.  No lights burned at night, adding to the feeling 
of gloom.  ‘The night is no man’s friend, and the thoughts that come to one are not exactly 
uplifting, but I hope that everyday life will accustom us to them’. 42  

           
   In the night of 24 August, Apia radioed openly that Japan had declared war.  Operations by 
the Squadron in waters close to Japan now were out of the question, and the final choice of 
operational area depended entirely on the certainty of coal supplies. On 29th Spee wrote to his 
wife from Majuro in the Marshall Islands that now Japan was in the War, ‘it is quite pointless to 
remain in East Asian waters, and so I will move from here’.  He now saw his task to attack 
commerce in Asia until Australia forced the Squadron to change its area of operation.43  This 
would entail a degree of cat-and-mouse activity, as he had to avoid direct contact and any 
damage which could cripple his ships’ ability to function for a lengthy period. On the night of 
17-18 August, Nauru radioed the position of the Australian Squadron ‘heading in full strength 
to the colonies where we were expected’.44  On arrival at Apia, Spee had hoped to find enemy 
warships ‘which I would have fought gladly, but the nest was empty’.  As he did not know how 
many troops were occupying Apia, he saw any landing as pointless since the enemy would 
only return once he had departed.  Once again the lack of opportunity to engage annoyed and 
frustrated him.  He turned his observations to the European front, mooting that it would be more 
productive to let Austria go and to come to an agreement with Russia.  Returning to his 
immediate concerns, ‘I do not believe I will come into contact with enemy warships in the 
immediate future.’45   He continued southward, and after following a zigzag course arrived at 
Nukahiva in the Marquesa Islands on 24 September.  He  wrote to his wife on 1 October, their 
25th wedding anniversary, that he had celebrated the day with his sons Otto and Heinrich.46  
Despite the demands of war there was time for a human touch: he found with his breakfast the 
gift of a small silver chocolate dish. The absence was ‘a small sacrifice we have to pay these 
great times in which we live’.   

 
42  T27/7, Spee-Huberta v. Spee, 18 August 1914. 

43    T27/7, Spee-Grete v. Spee, 18, 29 August 1914. 
44    Kriegstagebuch, Bl. 26. 
45    T27/7, Spee-Grete v. Spee, 14 September 1914.  
46    Otto Ferdinand Reichsgraf von Spee, born 1890, Leutnant zur See and Adjutant, SMS Nürnberg; Heinrich  

      Franz Reichsgraf von Spee, born 1893, Leutnant zur See, SMS Gneisenau. 
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The commander’s  sons Otto and Heinrich, who also perished at the Falklands 

He wrote happily that he had just taken custody of some 10,000 Francs from the French 
administration’s treasury, and reported on his recent venture into Tahiti in the hope of finding 
a German warship.  Fired upon by the shore battery, he shelled it and sank the gunboat Zeleé; 
the town of Papeete was partly burned in the exchange.  Now he could re-provision from the 
closed Marquesan government stores and a trading company.  His fears about the security of 
the post were often expressed, and he did so again, noting that this letter was entrusted to a 
coaling steamer.  The constant uncertainty aggravated the loneliness of command, and he told 
his wife that ‘I long for news of you all but that is a forlorn hope…’  He enjoyed the company of 
Nürnberg’s captain (Kap.z.S. Karl von Schönberg)47 but ‘I am missing social contact very much 
here on board.  The evenings are extremely tedious, as we extinguish the lights.  It is too hot 
to sit in closed rooms, everything is uncomfortable. One cannot escape the coal grime…’48 

                       The tedium and strain continued unabated.  On 13 October Spee could only report that since 
leaving the Marquesas, the Squadron had lapsed into inactivity.  The days passed listlessly, 
and the natural beauty of the islands that under other circumstances would be explored and 
appreciated had little attraction. The opportunity was taken to load fresh supplies, including 
meat and fruit, which came as a welcome change.  Again, it was radio that provided his sole 
link to the outside world, albeit it mostly from Allied transmissions. This was balanced by the 
receipt of newspapers up to the end of September that showed Germany’s position as not 
unfavourable. The news of the taking of Antwerp, a boost for the German Army in France, lifted 
the crews’ spirits. 49  By 30 September there was at least some good news in that Emden’s 

 
47  Kapitän zur See Karl Franz Christian von Schönberg, born 1872, had experience with torpedoboats and as navigation  

        officer with the High Seas Fleet; commander of Nürnberg since December 1913. 
48  Spee-Grete v. Spee, 1 October 1914. 
49  Spee-Grete v. Spee, 13 October 1914. 
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successes had caused insurance premiums to rise for merchant shipping in Indian and East 
Asian waters. Elsewhere the losses inflicted by Karlsruhe off the Brazilian coast were affecting 
markets.50 After Emden the Karlsruhe was the most successful lone raider capturing 16 vessels 
in three months. 

              
    For the Squadron main body, the lack of action was frustrating. Otto von Spee wrote on 11 
October that some positive news had been received from Berlin via the station at Seyville in 
New York, and commented drily that his new occupation was journalist, spending the nights 
culling the radio reports for news that his father would read the next morning, ‘decolouring’ the 
pro-British accounts.  He lamented that the High Seas Fleet appeared condemned to inactivity. 
More happily, Emden, Königsberg, and Leipzig had caused the British considerable 
aggravation in the Indian Ocean by several captures. This was more than could be said for the 
Squadron: ‘I have seen very little of the enemy, one could say- nothing!  And this more than 
two months after the War beginning.  It is quite depressing…’51  
    On 10 October the Admiralty Staff transmitted the general operational order that cruiser 
warfare was to be conducted vigorously.  It was expected that France soon would be suffering 
shortages of coal and grain, and the interdiction of these imports was a high priority.  Hindering 
this task for the Squadron was the difficulty of ensuring regular and sufficient coal supplies 
because of the pressure Britain was exerting on neutrals to curb exports which might find their 
way into German hands.  The problem for Germany was that Britain, not in a position to prevent 
‘the highly embarrassing activity of our cruisers’ was attempting to cut off their supplies and 
thus neutralise them by threatening neutrals. To maximise the Squadron’s use as Spee 
assessed the situation, Berlin authorised him to cease commerce attacks when he considered 
a suitable stage had been reached, and directed him to proceed home with all the converted 
auxiliaries he could assemble. It was considered this would succeed if adequately prepared for 
and blessed with a due amount of good luck. As far as the Admiralty Staff was concerned, 
there was but one option for Spee: ‘If he can no longer hold out he should push through 
home...The united ships are so strong that they will be superior everywhere’.52  
 

 
50  RM5 2286, Bl.284, Abschrift ‘Bericht Geheimrat Koppel 19 November 1914’.   Karlsruhe sank on 4 November 1914  

        west of Tobago probably as a result of a boiler explosion, with 263 deaths. 
51  Otto – Grete v. Spee, 11 October 1914. 
52  RM5/v 4004, Bl.284, Behncke-Pohl, 2 October 1914; RM5 2229, Bl.46, Pohl-Spee, 10 October 1914; also Bl.19,  

         ‘Ganz Geheim’, Behncke-Pohl, undated draft. 
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 Japanese cruiser Tokiwa 
 
    The situation was further complicated by the Japanese occupation of Yap and Jaluit, and by 
20 October they were in the Mariana, Marshall, and Caroline Islands.  Spee now was isolated, 
cut off from supplies, and caught between Japanese and Anglo-Australian forces.  For the 
Squadron main body, the many remote anchorages of the Pacific offered a chance to leapfrog 
to the American west coast.  Neutral Central and South American countries, especially Mexico 
and Chile where German influence was considerable, offered good opportunities for recoaling 
and communications with Berlin. The region also had frequent merchant shipping to attack. 
The War Log noted that the Squadron’s unlocated presence in the Pacific would require the 
Anglo-Australian-Japanese forces to split and patrol a wide area, and the uncertainty as to 
where Spee might attack still would have a damaging effect on trade.53  From Honolulu he had 
requested 5000 tons of coal be sent to Valparaiso, and 10,000 tons with stores to other Chilean 
ports. He also arranged for coal, oil, and stores from La Plata and New York to be sent to 
Pernambuco to facilitate the Atlantic leg of the return to Germany.54 
 

 
 
 

 
53  Kriegstagebuch, Bl.20 
54  See Raeder, 75-6, 110.   
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Coal, coal, coal… 
Concern about a continuous coal supply permeates Spee’s observations.55  The essential 
requirement for the Squadron was to obtain as much coal as possible in South America to 
enable the ships to sail straight to the Canary Islands - hence the attempted movement of coal 
from Australia via the Dutch Indies, the Philippines, and San Francisco.  This was not without 
difficulty, since the Dutch were not cooperating under Japanese pressure, the agents in 
Australia were under close observation (the case of Consul Johannsen in Newcastle and his 
coal gathering activities is one example-see the essay Cruisers and Consuls on this website).  

 The Cannstatt, interned in Brisbane, was destined for 
Samoa to meet the Squadron and be outfitted as an auxiliary cruiser ‘to harass the Dominion 
and Commonwealth trade’. 56   Its loss, one of many, was a complicating factor.  In San 
Francisco the Vice-Consul was being investigated by the Justice Department for shipping 
supplies and coal to Valparaiso. 57   By the end of November, Ambassador Bernstorff in 
Washington reported that although the Consuls and Naval Intelligence agents had been 
working constantly to facilitate dispatch, they were encountering increasing difficulties due to 
British complaints to the Chilean Government about its loose observance of neutrality. The 
departure of supply ships and the presence of the Squadron at the Chilean Juan Fernandez  
Islands also had evoked British complaints about the abuse of neutrality, and it now appeared 
that the Chilean Foreign Minister would prevent all German supply steamers from departing.58 
The New Zealand seizure of Samoa on 30 August, the day the Squadron departed Majuro, 
further complicated the supply situation.  
 

Tuapeka Times (NZ) 11 November 1914 

 
   Japan’s entry into the war made any task particularly difficult.  The two Japanese Pacific 

Squadrons were using the Marshalls and Carolines as bases, and a third consisting of three 
armoured and two unarmoured cruisers had been formed for operations in the Indian Ocean.  
On the American Pacific coast the armoured cruiser Idzumo under Rear-Admiral Moriyama 
(which had been in Mexican waters since the end of 1913 overseeing Japanese trade) was 

 
55  The two armoured cruisers were unsuited to extended operations without bases because of their high coal  

        requirements.  At 10 knots Scharnhorst’s daily consumption was 93 tonnes; in comparison that of the light cruisers  

        around 50 tonnes.  At 20 knots consumption for the armoured cruisers rose sharply to 420 tonnes. 
56  ustralian Archives (AA), Melbourne, MP472, 6/14/6475, 20 August 1914. 

57  Report in New York Herald, 16 December 1914. 
58  RM5 2229, Bl.46, Pohl-Spee, 10 October 1914; Bl. 81, Embassy Stockholm-Foreign Office, 26 November 1914. 
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supporting the British cruisers Newcastle and Rainbow in tracking Nürnberg which had moved 
to the Peruvian coast. The armoured cruiser Azuma and the older battleship Hizen were 
preventing Geier from leaving Honolulu where it had retreated for repairs. It was clear that the 
Squadron would have to leave the region as it now faced that superiority which Spee had 
feared all along.  While an attempt at widespread commerce warfare in the Indian Ocean was 
considered pointless due to the lack of reliable coal supplies sufficient for the whole Squadron, 
Emden as the fastest light cruiser was despatched to operate independently. Spee correctly 
assessed that it would be able to resupply itself from captured steamers, operate longer and 
be more effective.59 

 Armoured cruiser Azuma 

    
Radio contact enabled Dresden and Leipzig to join him at Easter Island.  As Spee had news 
from Chile that Admiral Cradock’s Squadron60 (armoured cruisers Good Hope, Monmouth, 
protected cruiser Glasgow and auxiliary Otranto) could well be awaiting him, he took the 
precaution of having Dresden scout the area first, with orders to attack with torpedos. When 
nothing eventuated, coal and a number of cattle for fresh meat were loaded under extremely 
difficult conditions, given the rugged coastline. Despite the demands, Spee was more relaxed, 
as the island’s isolation provided some protection. Now in a more optimistic mood, the Admiral 
and Otto took time to marvel at the great stone figures. There was news via radio of Emden’s 
successes in the Gulf of Bengal, and of severely reduced shipping movements along the South 
American coast.61  However, in a letter to his brother, Spee wrote that for him there still was 
little to report, no action in the real sense of the word.  He attributed this to the situation in which 
the Squadron now found itself, cut off from its supply bases in the north and central Pacific.  
Again he lamented the lack of German-sourced radio news; all that had been received had 
come from enemy transmissions. He tartly observed that this was hardly a situation appropriate 
to the technical advances of the 1900s.62  On 28 October, Grete von Spee recounted news she 
had received that on 1 November Nürnberg had broken through near Honolulu while avoiding 
Australia. It appeared his tactic would be to remain hidden in the Pacific and to take necessary 
supplies from captured vessels.63 
 
 
 

 
59  Kriegstagebuch, Bl.21. 
60  Rear-Admiral Sir Christopher George Cradock, Chief of the IV. Cruiser Squadron designated to protect trade in the  

      middle and north Atlantic at the outbreak of war, in September 1914 named Chief of the South American Station  

      which was endangered by the operations of Karlsruhe and Dresden. 
61  T27/7, Spee-Grete v. Spee, 13 October 1914. 
62  T27/7, Spee-Ferdinand v. Spee, 27 October 1914. 
63  T27/7, Grete v. Spee, 28 October 1914, writing to her cousin. 
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 The next leg to the island of Mas a Fuera in the Juan Fernandez group, a few days’ sailing 
from Easter Island, was undertaken at slower speed and with intensive war preparations. Spee 
wrote on 27 October that with Leipzig, Nürnberg, Emden, and Prinz Eitel Friedrich the goal was 
Chile. He expected to find the British Squadron and perhaps more ships of which he was 
unaware:  ‘If it comes to battle, trusting in God I hope for victory.  It will not be easy and I will 
need some luck’. This seemed to reflect the German situation on the western front, and he 
commented on the hard battles on the Belgian coast which were hindering operations against 
France. In a reflective mood, Schönberg (Nürnberg) commented on the common celebration  
of four officers’ birthdays that ‘It was exactly the atmosphere I wish for my ship: no “hurrah”-
mood, but the refined quiet mod of soldiers who have come to terms with their lives and await 
each battle with joyful expectation. With this a common understanding and trust.  I have the 
firm belief that whatever is demanded of this ship will be produced, come what may’.64 

 While Spee expected assistance in Chile from the large German community there, he was 
aware of  the strong Allied influence on neutrals. The dwindling coal supply was reaching a 
serious level. This was a situation to which the Squadron had to adjust throughout, but now the 
situation was critical: ‘If our needs cannot be met, then I am vulnerable’.  He concluded with a 
thought for his crew: now that the ships were in a cooler climate, it was a great relief for those 
tending the boilers.65  Writing to his daughter, he observed that he had imagined the War to be 
quite different to what he had so far experienced, but that was due to the ‘very unique conditions 
in which we have to work’.  He drew strength from the belief that ‘In such times there is 
something uplifting in the thought that the whole nation stands shoulder to shoulder for the 
common goal…we should trust in God that he will grant us victory in our just cause’.66 

 

                
           Rear-Admiral Sir Christopher Cradock, HMS Monmouth 

 

 
64  Cited without reference in Dick, 93. 
65  T27/7, Spee-Grete v. Spee, 27 October 1914. 
66  T27/7, Spee-Huberta v. Spee, 27 October 1914. 
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Sketch of the battle, enclosure in 2 November 
1914, letter to his wife, Spee Archive. 
 

 This seemed to be confirmed in Spee’s own mind when on 2 November he described in great 
detail his victory over Cradock’s squadron at Coronel.  The history and tactics of the encounter 
have been analysed in major studies, but aspects of Spee’s own account are insightful: 

Yesterday was All Saints’ Day and for us a lucky one.  I was heading south along 
the coast when I received news that an English cruiser had entered the small 
coastal harbour of Coronel. Since according to international law a ship has to 
depart within 24 hours I contemplated taking it…When I was informed that two 
ships had been sighted, I ordered the other cruisers to rejoin me, for it was clear 
that they were the enemy…I began to narrow the distance and at five miles opened 
fire…I had so manouvred that the sun in the west would not hinder our sight…My 
ships fired quickly and had great success…Good Hope and Monmouth 
experienced many fires on board, and on the former there was a tremendous 
explosion causing it to appear like a firework against the dark evening sky, glowing 
white with green stars showering down above Scharnhorst…As darkness fell I had 
narrowed the distance to 4500m and then turned, renewing fire…The guns had 
battled for 52 minutes…[Nürnberg] gave a heavy broadside and finished 
[Monmouth]  off with artillery fire.  Monmouth sank, and unfortunately the heavy 
seas prevented any attempt to save its crew… So we have won and I thank God 
for the victory.  We were protected in a marvellous way, and have no losses to 
complain of.   
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  Good Hope and Monmouth went to the bottom 
with over a thousand men. Herein lies one of the great moral issues facing any commander in 
battle- to what extent and under what circumstances can and should he rescue enemy 
personnel? The Germans were incensed that at the Falklands, Sir Doveton Sturdee used as 
his defence for making no attempt to rescue survivors that because they had not surrendered, 
he was under no obligation to do so.  At Coronel the weather was an extenuating circumstance 
which the British Admiralty accepted in its public statement issued on 6 November. A German 
account observed that ‘There was a terrible sea running, and ships rolled heavily. At times the 
seas were breaking right over the foremost turret’.67 It is a reflection of Spee’s character that 
he retained his humanity in the stress of war conditions.  Even the Sydney Morning Herald 
wrote in 1935 that he  was ‘a fine man, a great friend of Cradock in peace time’.  At the festive 
dinner in his honour in Valparaiso, he refused the toast ‘Damnation to the British Navy’, 
replacing it with ‘To a gallant enemy’.68 
Understandably, after the uncertainties of the previous months, Coronel provided a great 
morale boost. Otto von Spee wrote that  

We have achieved this victory over an opponent who was at the beginning in no 
way inferior to us from a gunnery point of view.  It is particularly pleasing that 
the superiority was in men and not in material.69 

Spee continued that the enthusiasm of the crews was now indescribable, and he could sense 
the desire for further victories. If Good Hope had indeed escaped, its damage would force it 
into a Chilean harbour, and he intended now to take Scharnhorst, Gneisenau and Nürnberg 
into Valparaiso to convince the Chileans to intern it: ‘Then I will be rid of two strong 
opponents’.70  Spee was jubilant: ‘You can scarcely imagine the joy that is expressed here, 
finally we have been able to contribute to the glory of our arms…’ 71   The significance of 
Coronel lay not so much in the material success or that for a short time the Germans had 
regional naval supremacy, but the lesson to the world that the Royal Navy was not invincible.  
Spee’s charisma and leadership qualities enabled him to extract the maximum from his crews. 

 
67  Letter of an officer on Scharnhorst, 2 November 1915, published in Kieler Neueste Nachrichten, 4 March 1915 
68  Sydney Morning Herald, 4 November 1935. 
69  Otto von Spee, letter of 3 November 1914, published in Kieler Neueste Nachrichten, 20 April 1915. 
70  Good Hope was bigger than Scharnhorst and better armoured, but did not have such good guns (23.5cm);  

      Monmouth’s guns were inferior (15cm) but its armour was better than the Germans’. 
71  T27/7, Spee-Grete v. Spee, 2 November 1914. 
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His tactical ability, combined with the experience, ability, and preparedness of his gunnery 
officers, seemed irresistible. The legend was already being built. 

             
Spee’s report to Kaiser Wilhelm II on the battle of Coronel 

 
What was to be his final letter to his wife exhibits a mixture of pride and foreboding.  He told 
her of his award of the Iron Cross First and Second Class, and of 300 Second Class for the 
Squadron, including his two sons.   

That is a great joy for the crew…they have a share in the glory and it is better 
than to wait until the return home, for who knows whether they will still be with 
us…How our next undertakings will develop lies in God’s hand, and if I too have 
a place there, then I tell myself that the possibilities are so numerous that I have 
to be prepared for everything...72 

He sensed that after the long voyage across the Pacific and the stunning victory of Coronel 
that his luck might not be maintained.  With some foreboding Spee referred to the rose petals 
that were strewn before him when he landed at Valparaiso as being ‘Flowers for my own 
Squadron’s funeral’.73  For the Allies at this point, as long as the Squadron was at large it was 
a danger that had to be removed speedily. If it operated unchallenged in southern and middle 
Atlantic waters, merchant shipping would be severely disrupted, and in these early months of 
the War this was a significant British concern.  After its loss at Coronel, it was clear to Britain 
that not only the safety of trade but British prestige and influence with neutrals was at stake.  
Indeed, the Chilean Naval Chief Vice-Admiral Goni, who was known to be pro-British, stated 
to Spee that ‘as a naval man he could only wish the Squadron luck’.74  Success attracted 
success. This was an important factor. Through the Naval Attaché in Buenos Aires (Moller) 
direct contact was obtained with Berlin. Tirpitz made it clear that he was opposed to the risk of 
any second engagement, and stated his preference for the Squadron to return to Europe. 

 
72  Ibid., 26 November 1914. 
73  Sydney Morning Herald, 4 November 1935. 
74  RM3 3165, Bl.46, Report of Consul-General Gumprecht in Valparaiso, Erckert-Foreign Office, 30 November 1914. 
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Dresden was to precede it, coal in South West Africa, and after bombarding occupied 
Swakopmund, return to operate in the Indian Ocean.75  Had this indeed eventuated, it would 
have placed even greater pressure on Australia. 

Scharnhorst in Valparaiso after the Battle of Coronel 

   The development of the situation in the Pacific showed that Spee’s decision to remove the 
Squadron from Japanese and Australian pressure and head for South America was correct.  It 
was also his only real option.  The route provided his only chance to obtain much needed coal 
by capture and through agents, and as a ‘fleet in being’ to force his enemy to split their search 
operations, distracting them from other important undertakings - for Australia notably the 
transport of troops to Europe.  The fact that the Squadron still was unlocated meant for the 
Allies there was the possibility he could slip through the channels of the Dutch Indies to attack 
in the Indian Ocean.      

The final question remains why Spee decided to attack the radio station and arsenal on the 
Falklands instead of proceeding into the wider Atlantic and home, a decision which also mystified 
Berlin.76  This course was proposed by the captain of Dresden’s supply ship (Neiling), but the 
commander (Lüdecke) rejected it. 77  With the commanders of Gneisenau and Leipzig, he 
proposed to Spee sailing around the Falklands and appearing in the Plate estuary to attack trade. 

 
75  F.W. Rasenack, ‘Wie kam es zur Schlacht bei den Falkandinseln?’, MOH-Nachrichten, Bd.9/12, 1960, 221. 
76  RM5/v 4004, Bl.239, Behncke-Pohl, 2 February 1915. 
77  Kap.z.S. Fritz Emil Lüdecke, born 1873, served as an artillery officer with the 1. Squadron, and had three years as an  

      Admiralty Staff Officer with the High Seas Fleet,  commanded Dresden 1912-13  during its time in the   

      Mediterranean, then Karlsruhe December 1913-July 1914 before again assuming command of Dresden. 
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Schönberg (Nürnberg) and Fielitz78 (Chief of Staff) agreed with their Admiral’s proposal for a 
second strike against the British.  
    On 3-6 December the journey was continued towards Cape Dos Bahias, broken at Picton 
Island for coaling from the captured Canadian Drummuir.  Immediately after this task there was 
a conference at which Spee confirmed his proposal to attack at the Falklands.  He did not explain 
his reasons. However, it is clear that he accepted the need to destroy the sole British repair 
facilities in the southwest Atlantic, and to lame British intelligence by eliminating the radio station 
at Port Stanley.  This action would disrupt British operations for a considerable time and thus 
enhance those of the German Squadron in its plan to pursue cruiser warfare across the Atlantic 
to South Africa.  Spee also saw his ships having a larger part in the War: to draw British forces 
from European waters, which would assist the operation of the High Seas Fleet. He sensed that 
time was running out.  How could he make the most effective contribution to the German war 
effort- by cruiser warfare or by engaging the enemy directly?  

   There is also a more subjective factor in Spee’s character. This comes out only in his letters 
home. He was a sailor who by nature preferred traditional combat to attacking merchant shipping. 
This is most clear in those letters to his wife detailing his progress through the Pacific, when every 
opportunity was taken to attack and thus justify the Squadron’s existence, and to ensure it had 
an effective rôle in the War. This can be assumed to be his prime motivation.  This feeling was 

shared by his son Otto who, even after Coronel, wrote: ‘God grant that soon we do [the English] 
some considerable damage’.79  One must recall Spee’s words after Coronel, that ‘finally we have 
been able to contribute to the glory of our arms’. He longed to engage the enemy. Above all he 
was a man of action.  As a young man he wrote that 

I don’t like doing things slowly, perhaps that is a result of my calling which is a hard 
one.  It is not so much duty, but responsibility which is hard to bear.  If you act wrongly 
it is often better to go on than to try and get back to the right path…the loss of time is 
often fatal.80 

In the south Atlantic, Spee reckoned with encountering only inferior or equal forces.  It would not 
have occurred to him that the British so quickly would even consider or could afford to despatch 
fast, modern battle cruisers from the Home Fleet to deal with him.   An important factor was Spee’s 
lack of fresh intelligence.  He was unaware of the war situation in Europe, particularly the inactivity 
of the High Seas Fleet.  His mistaken belief that there was naval action in European waters 
accounts for his not considering internment in a neutral harbour - an option not lacking in 
precedence or honour.  Given that the battle cruisers were in Port Stanley two days before Spee 
arrived, it was a major error not to send one of the light cruisers to determine precisely what force 
awaited him. If he had done so, the British would have pursued, and he would again have 
succeeded in splitting an enemy force to his advantage by binding it to a search action.   

 
78   Kap.z.See Otto Wilhelm Fielitz, born 1872, assumed the post of Chief of Staff of the Cruiser Squadron in mid-1914. 
79     T27/7, Otto-Grete von Spee, 11 October 1914. 
80      Spee writing to his mother in 1898, quoted without reference in K. Middlemass, Command of the Far Seas. A Naval 

        Campaign of the First World War (London, 1961), 47. 
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  HMS Invincible 
      The reports collated by the Consul-General at Buenos Aires provide the most accurate picture 
of the Squadron’s final moments. It would appear that when Spee became aware that he would 
have to face the Invincible-class ships, he intended to avoid an engagement, but the superior 
speed of the British ships forced him to battle:  

Graf Spee decided to sacrifice “Scharnhorst” and “Gneisenau” by engaging, 
thereby providing a possibility to save the small cruisers…the last radio message 
that “Dresden” received from “Scharnhorst” and “Gneisenau” stated that the ships 
intended to attack with torpedos. From English radio transmissions the commander 
of “Dresden” deduced that at 7p.m. “Scharnhorst” and “Gneisenau” had been 
sunk…they could no longer continue the battle when their ammunition was 
expended...unable to defend themselves, they sank to the deep after the crews 
gave three hurrahs for His Majesty the Emperor and the German 
Fatherland…”Leipzig”, bombarded and burning, hoisted the flag on the bow, and it 
was observed that a sailor held this out broadly as the ship went down. 

  ‘The Last Man’ 

Dresden managed to escape, but only temporarily, and it was sunk in Cumberland Bay in 
neutral Chilean territory. The Germans lost 2200 men against the British loss of seven killed 
and twelve wounded. However the battle was not without damage for the British: Invincible 
took 22 hits, two under the waterline. The Consul-General ended his report with the observation 
that ‘this battle indeed has fostered the idea of German superiority, for the English needed five 
hours to defeat the Germans with a tenfold superiority. They only achieved it when the 
Germans’ ammunition expired’.81  The propaganda value of Spee’s exploits should not be 
underestimated.  Despite the loss, neutrals were impressed with German naval power, and the 
‘Spee legend’ reached almost mythical proportions within Germany.  

 
81  RM5 2229, Bl.95, Stubenrauch-Foreign Office, 11 December 1914. 
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 The production of mementos, postcards and assorted     
collectables bolstered the population’s morale considerably.  
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 Cradock, Spee, Sturdee82 

Conclusion                       
Despite the final loss of the Squadron at the Falklands, Spee achieved much with relatively 
little. By splitting his forces while in the Pacific, he ensured that each part posed a threat, and 
that success increased with the maintenance of mobility, as Emden demonstrated. It is one of 
the chances of history that the British force arrived at the Falklands the very night before the 
planned German attack. Had the Squadron’s coaling at Picton Island not been delayed by three 
days, Spee would have had a free hand in the Atlantic. There are no official documents 
concerning Spee’s deliberations in the time from 4-8 November, and no eyewitness accounts 
of Scharnhorst’s last moments as it went down with all hands.  The only indication of Spee’s 
last thoughts is a flag signal to Gneisenau answering the query from its captain if he were still 
alive, since for some reason his Admiral’s standard had gone to halfmast during the battle.  
Maerker received the response that Spee was well and that ‘You were quite correct’, a 
reference to his opposition to the Falklands’ undertaking. Certainly a cool mien in the face of 
impending death. 
   In the final analysis, Spee’s fate was determined by both circumstance and the inherent 
defects of the system. Plans were formulated and support measures established, but the 
means to ensure their effective implementation were subject to periodic neglect and 
pennypinching by Berlin. In the immediate prewar years, despite Spee’s best efforts to create 
an effective force -including requests for the stationing of a submarine and aircraft at Tsingtau-  
the Squadron became increasingly subordinate to European concerns. He suffered from 
politicians’ lack of recognition that it was a leadership function of those who determined policy 
to delineate the boundaries of strategic planning, to provide the goals and limits of the armed 
forces’ disposition, and to adequately provide material support.  
   Spee maintained his belief in the efficacy of cruiser warfare to the end. Indeed, Admiral Sir 
Herbert Richmond agreed that the damage to commerce at the beginning of the War, and the 
greater harm done later by submarines on trade routes, ‘are both traceable to an…acceptance 
of the theory that a guerre-de-course must fail, without examining the reasons supporting the 
theory’.83  Spee’s exploits caused a renewed debate over naval strategy. As Admiral Erich 
Raeder in his capacity as official war historian later suggested, the task of the German Navy 
to achieve an equality with British forces in the North Sea was done by the distraction the 
Cruiser Squadron created. That this favourable situation was not utilised after the dispatch of 
British ships to the south Atlantic, and that the High Seas Fleet remained locked up in Kiel and 
Wilhelmshaven, was due to the incompetency of the naval leadership.  
   Perhaps the final vindication of commerce warfare came in 1915 when its old advocate 
Admiral Viktor Valois recommended attacks on Britain’s Atlantic supply routes by means of 
flexible units.84  That the task was carried out by submarines rather than cruisers opened a 
new phase in the centuries old idea of guerre de course and is another story. 

 
82 See Lt.Cdr. Desmond Woods RAN, Invidious Choices – German East Asia Squadron and RAN in the Pacific,  

August to December 1914 (Naval Historical Society, December 2014, https://www.navyhistory.org.au/invidious- 
choices-the-german-east-asia-squadron-and-the-ran-in-the-pacific-august-to-december-1914/ ) 

83   Sir Herbert Richmond, National Policy and Naval Strength (London, 1927), cited in Arthur J. Marder,  From the  

     Dreadnought to Scapa Flow. The Royal Navy in the Fisher Era, 1904-1919, Vol. 1, The Road to War (London, 1961),  

      367. 
84  Viktor Valois, Nieder mit England. Betrachtungen und Erwägungen (Berlin, 1915). 

https://www.navyhistory.org.au/invidious-%20choices-the-german-east-asia-squadron-and-the-ran-in-the-pacific-august-to-december-1914/
https://www.navyhistory.org.au/invidious-%20choices-the-german-east-asia-squadron-and-the-ran-in-the-pacific-august-to-december-1914/
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Schlaft ruhig Ihr Helden, 
Tief in der See. 
Wir werden’s vergelten. 
Hurra! Graf Spee. 
 
Sleep peacefully you heroes. 
Deep in the sea. 
We wll avenge it. 
Hurra! Graf Spee. 
           Fritz Seydel, Naval Cadet, 13 years 
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